State of Mankind
How much do you know?
Excerpts from
How the Specter of Communism Is Ruling Our World
(132)
The beginning of the tweneth century saw the Soviet
communists seize power in Russia through violent force. The
success of this revoluon, in turn, paved the way for the
communist specter’s primary actor — the Chinese Communist
Party.
The CCP was established in 1921 by agents of the Far Eastern
branch of the Communist Internaonal. Over the several
decades that followed, the Soviet Union played a major role on
the world stage, confronng the Western democrac camp in
the Cold War. Westerners took the Soviet Union and its satellite
communist regimes in Eastern Europe to be the archetypical
communist adversary. Meanwhile, the CCP regime had ample
me for its establishment and maturaon.
The Soviet Union collapsed in 1991, leaving the CCP regime
alone on the world stage. Communist China took a new, nonconfrontaonal approach, encing the rest of the world to

engage with its capitalist market economy while retaining a
totalitarian polical system. Therefore, many Western scholars,
entrepreneurs, and policians did not regard the CCP as a
communist party, but rather considered it a variant at most .
This could not be further from the truth. The CCP has brought
the deﬁning characteriscs of communist ideology — deceit,
malice, and struggle — to the apex, creang a regime that
employs the most pernicious and insidious methods of polical
intrigue developed over thousands of years of human history.
The CCP seduces people with proﬁts, controls them with power,
and deceives them with lies. It has culvated its demonic
technique to the point of mastery.
China is home to ﬁve thousand years of history and a splendid
tradional heritage, which have earned that ancient land and its
people respect and admiraon from people around the world.
The CCP has capitalized on these posive senments. A8er
seizing power and taking the Chinese people capve, it muddled
the concepts of the Chinese naon and the CCP regime. It
presented its ambions under the camouﬂage of China’s
“peaceful rise,” making it diﬃcult for the internaonal
community to understand its true moves.
But the essenal nature of the CCP has never changed. The
Party’s strategy of economic engagement is simply to use the

“nutrion of the capitalist body” to strengthen its own socialist
body, to stabilize its rule, and realize its ambions, rather than
to enable China to see true prosperity and strength. In pracce,
its methods disregard basic moral ethics and universal values.
The countries that mankind has founded exist on the basis of
their founders’ wisdom and faith in the Divine. Human society
must follow the standards of conduct laid down by the Creator:
to maintain high moral character, protect the right to private
property, and adhere to universal values. The economic
development of a normal society needs to be supported by
corresponding moral standards.
But the CCP’s Party-state has followed a diametrically opposite
path, creang a fast-rising economic abominaon that has
encouraged severe moral degeneracy. The evil specter’s
movaon for arranging China’s “economic miracle” is simple:
Without economic strength, the CCP regime would have no
persuasive inﬂuence with which to dictate its terms to the
world. These arrangements are not to beneﬁt China or the
Chinese, but to play on people’s worship of money and wealth
so that the world will align with the CCP in economic
cooperaon and internaonal aﬀairs.
Internally, the Communist Party rules through tyranny and the
most ruthless aspects of the capitalist system. It rewards evil

and punishes good, making the worst individuals into society’s
most successful. Its policies magnify the evil side of human
nature, using atheism to create a state of uAer degeneracy in
which people have no moral qualms.
When operang abroad, the CCP regime advocates the ideology
of “Chinese characteriscs,” meaning communism, and oﬀers
powerful economic incenves as a lure to have the people of
the free world let down their guard, abandon moral principle,
and turn a blind eye to the CCP’s vast abuses of human rights
and its persecuon of religion. Many policians and
corporaons in Western countries have betrayed their values
and compromised themselves in the face of proﬁt, aligning
themselves with the CCP’s pracces.
Western countries hope they can help the CCP make a peaceful
transformaon, but while China has indeed undergone a degree
of superﬁcial modernizaon and westernizaon, the Party never
changed its underlying nature. Over the past few decades, the
praccal result of engagement has seen the CCP successfully and
peacefully undermine the moral obligaons of the United States
and corrupt the public will.
The CCP is the main arm of communism and thus the greatest
threat worldwide. The communist specter’s aim in strengthening
the global power of the CCP is to spread its poison to all corners

of the earth and ulmately to have people betray tradion and
the Divine. Even if the Party’s schemes for world dominaon are
not directly successful, it will sll have achieved the underlying
purpose: to part people from their moral values. It does this by
tempng people with economic interests, manipulang them
with ﬁnancial traps, inﬁltrang their polical systems,
inmidang them with military force, and confusing them with
its propaganda.
Faced with such great danger, we must carefully examine the
CCP regime’s ambion, strategy, taccs, and goals.
From Chapter Eighteen:
The Chinese Communist Party’s Global Ambions

